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MAKE SEAT MOD. ALHAMBRA* YEAR. 02 →→
PETROL
DIESEL

* Models with original equipment keyless entry system.

ALARM/SIREN
POSITION

Position the compact alarms and the sirens in the engine compartment, on the on
the bulkhead near the battery.

CENTRAL UNIT POSITION Position  the modular systems and the modules behind the fuse box, under
the driver’s side dashboard.

POWER SUPPLY +30: connect to the 4 mm2 RED wire locatedin the multiway black connector,
behind the fuse box.
- 31: connect with a cable terminal to one of the ground terminals located on
the driver’s side bulkhead.

IGNITION WIRE +15/54: connect to the 3 mm2 YELLOW/BLACK wire located in the wiring
harness under the steering column.

DIRECTION INDICATORS Connect to the 1 mm2 WHITE/BLACK wire at the position nr. 5 and to the
GREEN/BLACK wire at the position nr. 6, located in the black connector,
above on the left, in the frontal part of the fuse box.

ELECTRIC WINDOWS Comfort locking
Negative control signal
The closing of the electric windows is obtained timing the 1 mm2 GREY wire
(the same  wire used for the locking of the doors) located in the wiring
harness of the connector, on the coming out of the driver’s side door.

ACTIVAT./DEACTIVATION
           CONTROLS

Connections vehicle/art. 3800
Refer to the diagram nr. 144.
Attention:
The roof lamp switch off after about 25s. During programming DO NOT cut
out the BLUE/PINK wire of the antitheft to advance the quick blinking of the
led but wait untill the automatic switch off of the roof lamp.

IMMOBILISATION POINT 1

IMMOBILISATION POINT 2

Fuel pump
Cut the YELLOW/BLUE wire at the position nr. 3 of the connector marked
“G1” behind the fuse box.

Electronic central unit
Cut the RED/YELLOW wire in the 6 way connector marked “N” in the fuse
box.

STARTER + 50: Cut the RED/BLACK wire  located in the connector marked “H1” behind
the fuse box.

BONNET SWITCH Install an additional switch on the right lateral bonnetstop, driver’s side.

DOORS  AND BOOT SWITCH Connect to the 1 mm2 BROWN/YELLOW wire located in the black multiway
connector, in the lower part on the left, in the frontal part of the fuse box.
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FITTING DIAGRAM N° 144

Diagram to connect art. 3800 on
SEAT ALHAMBRA year 2002

VIOLET

ORANGE

YELLOW/BLACK

GREY/BLACK

                                                                   Diode 1N5406
YELLOW

YELLOW

VIOLET/WHITE

                                                       Original direction indicators
ORANGE/WHITE

              P6 connector                    P5 connector          P5 connector
              GREEN/RED                             GREEN                   BLACK/RED
                   Pin 17                                Pin 5                      Pin 11             WHITE/BLACK
                                 P6 connector                P6 connector         P3 connector
                                GREEN/BLACK                      GREY                 GREEN/BLACK
                                      Pin 24                          Pin 25                     Pin 6

            Diode           Diode             Diode
         1N4004        1N4004         1N4004

 3800 serie


